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Practioner / Client understanding between Jon E. Olson and _______________.
Print
1. The balancing that is being offered you is based on a cooperative partnership between us where you will have responsibilities in the decision-making process to
state what it is that you want better out of the interventions with you. This model
may be both alternative to and at the same time complementary to the biomedical
model of western medicine licensed by this state. Our model is one of education
and we encourage you to ask questions. Our holistic/ wholistic approach involves
the assumption that when one thing changes you change as a person.
2. There are no licensing bodies or requirements in this state for “ Touch for health”,
“Applied Kinesiology”, Matrix Energetics, or Reiki.
3. “ Touch for Health” is a model of natural health enhancement that has its basis, the
existence of a meridian system, the subtle energy always present in addition to the
known systems of anatomy and physiology. It is hypothesized that this meridian
system can be evaluated by the use of gentle muscle testing protocols. Further it is
theorized that by balancing this meridian energy as evaluated by muscle testing
that the person will be better able to reach their personal goals and have a more
effective, efficient life. This system is available to all people and professions, is not
dangerous to use, and does not require a license by the state.
4. You and I will be partners in this process of gentle, effective efficient muscle testing
and in the goal setting protocols and evaluation of the outcomes of the muscle testing and balancing. Therefore it is only by mutual consent that the continuation of
our relationship is continued.
5. I became certified as a Reiki practioner in 2000 by Reiki Master Jeanne Sande
M.B.A., C.M.P. This opened my eyes to the subtle energies that can effect the body
holistically in so many profound ways. I became Certified in “ Touch for Health” by
the IKC International Kinesiology College in 2005. Then my path turned me toward
the study of Matrix Energetics and learning more about quantum physics. I documented over 200 clients with positive results in it’s many disciplines while becoming
a certified practioner in 2012. This provided some explanations as to how mechanical and electromagnetics function in the body. In 2009 I became certified in all the
Matrix Energetics disciplines by Dr. Richard Bartlet. Currently certified as well in
“Applied Kinesiology” By Dr Sheldon Deal and Holistic Health Expert John Maguire
in 2016 from The Kinesiology Institute.
Your signature on this page indicates that you understand the above and are
willing to accept balancing by use of the meridian protocols and that you have a copy
of this agreement.
Practioner Signature: ______________________Date:_________________
Client Signature : _________________________Date:_________________

